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“Colour above all and perhaps even more than drawing is a liberation.” Henri Matisse



TUTTI FRUTTI

This first exhibition of the year Tutti Frutti at Château Hagen brings together the works of five plastic artists, Cillia Darmizin, Didier
Jammet, Othman Joumady, Alain Menant and Olivier Séranne, laureates of the projects call for this collective exhibition.

These five artists give pride of place to colour and cheerfulness through the originality of their paintings, sculptures, photographs
and installations.

Artists who play with shapes, colours, light and matter, who offer us a generous mix of vitamin works to help us discover their
universe. Some of them are fruity works that awaken our papillae and invite us to gluttony. Sparkling works of art like tangy candy
in your mouth!

Far from letting us live in the dark, Château Hagen dons a thousand and one colours for this exhibition thanks to the pictorial and
volume creations of these five artists who bring us cheerfulness and lightness.

"Colour is par excellence the part of art that holds the magical gift. While subject, form, line are primarily for thought, colour has
no meaning for the intellect, but it has all the power over sensibility." Eugène Delacroix

Direction de la culture, de la jeunesse et des sports.



Fougère pop-art-borescente

Olivier Séranne
2020
Vanuatu tree fern, wood powder, pigments,
polyurethane varnish, houp and steel
140 x 45 cm
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Biography

Othman Joumady is a self-taught artist. Born in Morocco, from a family of farm workers in
the Tadla region on his father's side, he grew up in Bordeaux frequenting the officers' mess
on his mother's side. He put down his suitcases in 2003 in Noumea.

He has long wondered what Art is. Teenager, he frequented assiduously the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Bordeaux. Adult, he continues with searching on contemporary art
biennials side, art galleries and artists. At the age of 50, he decided to take up artistic
creation, starting by sharing the beauty of daily life. He still wonders what Art is...

He is planning two other artistic creations related to the enhancement of the daily beauty
of urban spaces: "Les magasins de Nouvelle-Calédonie" (The shops of New-Caledonia), a
photographic exhibition scheduled in June 2020 at the Lec Lec Tic gallery and "La place des
Cocotiers, la plus belle "food court" du monde !" (La place des Cocotiers, the most beautiful
"food court" in the world!), an installation planned at the Centre d'art of Noumea from
June to December 2020.

Othman Joumady

Othman Joumady
Artistic intent



Othman Joumady
Biography

Artistic intent

Many buildings in Noumea have facades with metal mesh or concrete sunshades. These
architectural "devices" make it possible to counteract the strong sunlight thanks to regular
wefts.

These wefted facades are often imposing because they are mainly used as administrative or
business buildings (CHT, MIJ, Quincaillerie Nouvelle, ...). Yet, we forget them, we walk past
them without realizing it. It must be said that these facades are often either white, grey or
metallic.

When these wefts are singularized and taken in close-up shot, only the regularity of the
wefts remains and the initial use of these façades disappears, and then abstract images are
formed. The colouring of these wefts further accentuates this abstraction of forms. The
Noumea Colors® colour palette is used.

"Nouméa Trames Colors" proposes this colourful and abstract urban journey, and invites us
to wander through places known to all but revisited. Ballads where these wefts echo the
hippodamian layout of the centre of Noumea.

Othman Joumady



Noumea trames color

Othman Joumady
2020
Photograph on canvas
140 x 140 cm
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Biography

Alain Menant's painting feeds above all on the sea. Boats, sailboats, seascapes,
everything that floats and navigates on the water constitutes his first source of
inspiration.

Teenager, he is lured by an art gallery and feels that the colours of his future are just
here. He meets watercolourists and visits artists' workshop, everything interests him, he
watches, listens, memorizes gestures, materials, tools. In 1983, he sails in Polynesian
waters and drops anchor in Tahiti where he lives during three years selling small
watercolours. In 1989, his artistic practice evolves and he chooses oil as his medium. He
also discovers the works of Nicolas de Staël from which he will draw inspiration.

Since his arrival in New Caledonia in 1987, he has realized numerous exhibitions in
galleries of the place, his paintings reflect his research and his love of colour and beauty.

Alain Menant

Alain Menant
Artistic intent



Artistic intent

I walked through the gardens of the Chateau Hagen, at the market, here and elsewhere and I
drew the seasonal fruits. My sketchbook is gourmand. It has nourished this exhibition.

Tutti Frutti, this is the colour of life that bursts. More than an orange, it is the idea of the
orange that incites me, that pushes me, that calls me and finally forces me to paint. Painting,
it's finding the ideal of the orange or the lemon or whatever we want. That's why some
subjects seem impossible for me to realize, in the moment.
The ideal of the orange or lemon is hidden in the shapes, the roundnesses, the mystery of
their colours. But also in their harmonies, their songs and in the sensations and emotions
that shows themselves, such as forbidden fruits or faded flowers, beautiful plant or deadly
poison...

With Tutti Frutti or tutti fiori, I am in my palette, in this world that I have cultivated for a long
time, that I have tracked down I would even say, with more or less excellence, certainly, but
with a vital enthusiasm. Fearless and without stakes, simply to be a medium as flax oil is
one. I dive into my painting to open the doors and windows of another world where the
invisible becomes visible on the canvas and reveals me each time.
And will reveal you, I hope a little.

Alain Menant

Alain Menant
Biography



Dans le jardin

Alain Menant
2020
Oil painting, acrylic, linen canvas
200 x 35 cm

Second long panel:

Dans le jardin (In the

garden). Allamandas, blues

of Majorelle, some space

and, for me, tranquility, rest.

Always with time and from

bottom to top.



Des fruits en cascades

Alain Menant
2020
Oil painting, acrylic, linen canvas
200 x 35 cm

First long panel:

Des fruits en cascade

(cascading fruit), a lot of

them, I'm pursuing my

painting knife, it takes time

and one must not lose the

spirit of the painting during

this time, these days that

pass. I paint from top to

bottom and I am very

surprised, it seems to me

that I am Tutti Frutti.



Fruits dans la rue

Alain Menant
2020
Oil painting, acrylic, linen canvas
81 x 60 cm

First of all, Tutti Frutti, they are those
vanilla ice creams with pretty
candied fruits and they are licked in
the streets of Rome. We will find
these colours in some paintings,
especially in this one, Fruits dans la
rue (fruits in the street), it is by him
that I started to paint, I could have
called this painting: in Trastevere, a
district of Rome.



Sur la table verte (On the green table): this table is a pretext, I
wanted this classic bouquet in a contrast, an improbable light.

Fruits et fleurs au rouge (Fruits and flowers in red), with the passion in the

background, the heat, the burning, these deep and varying reds with almost black

lines.

Sur la table verte

Alain Menant
2020
Oil painting, acrylic, linen canvas
60 x 60 cm

Fruits et fleurs au rouge

Alain Menant
2020
Oil painting, acrylic, linen canvas
50 x 50 cm



Le soir au marché

Alain Menant
2020
Oil painting, acrylic, linen canvas
116 x 89 cm

Then I started the Le soir au
marché (The evening at the
market). Insensitively, I went to
other tones, other points of
view, darker emotions
perhaps, I found myself rather
in Asia and here too, on the
"place".



Des fruits et des fleurs

Alain Menant
2020
Oil painting, acrylic, linen canvas
40 x 40 cm

Tutti I fiori

Alain Menant
2020
Oil painting, acrylic, linen canvas
40 x 40 cm

Tutti I fiori, the smallest painting, in an intimacy that I hope resonates with a
rather strong act of painting, with a knife and pure oils.
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Biography

Didier Jammet is an autodidact artist. He arrived in New Caledonia in 1996 after living in Paris for 38
years.

The meeting in Paris with the Franco-Lebanese painter Fadia Haddad was the click that profoundly
changed his creation mode, notably by her confidence-building and her precious advice.

This was followed by a production of drawings on paper as well as some acrylic paintings on canvas.

A few years ago, the emergence of the digital tablet, the stylus and drawing applications allowed him to
open up in front of him a field of freedom in his almost daily creation. He has found the ideal and playful
tool that never leaves him.

Since, he creates and publishes his digital drawings on his Instagram page.

Tutti Frutti is his first participation in an exhibition.

Didier Jammet

Didier Jammet
Artistic intent



Artistic intent

When I start a drawing, I never know what will come out of it in the end. I think that humour is part of
my personality and comes out in my creations.

I have selected these drawings because they highlight the colour that gives effervescence to my works
for this exhibition Tutti Frutti.

Since my fundamental encounter with the painter Fadia Addad, I empty myself and let my stylus run on
my tablet, sometimes listening to Pink Floyd on headphones.

Drawing allows me to clear my head while enjoying a lot.

Didier Jammet

Didier Jammet
Biography



Blonde orange

Didier Jammet
2019
Acrylic
30 x 30 cm

La ballerine rouge

Didier Jammet
2018
Digital painting on Procreate
software
45 x 45 cm



Work sample

Slideshow of 54 digital paintings
created by Didier Jammet between
2018 and 2019 using Procreate
software.

Some illustrations…







Marie-Thérèse II

Didier Jammet
2018
Digital painting on Procreate
software
45 x 45 cm

Riboir de Mojus

Didier Jammet
2018
Digital painting on Procreate
software
45 x 45 cm



Eliot

Didier Jammet
2019
Digital painting on Procreate
software
60 x 60 cm



Work in progress

Set of videos showing the step-by-step
progress of five digital paintings
created by Didier Jammet between
2018 and 2019 using Procreate
software.

A small overview of the finished work

Tête de linotte

Rêverie IX



Avance masquée

Alphonsine

La grande interrogation



Félix

Didier Jammet
2018
Digital painting on Procreate
software
45 x 45 cm



Crazy volaille

Didier Jammet
2018
Digital painting on Procreate
software
60 x 60 cm

L’univers d’un chat

Didier Jammet
2018
Digital painting on Procreate
software
50 x 50 cm
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Biography

Native of Lyon, Cillia Darmizin grew up in New Caledonia. After studying plastic arts at the University of
Saint-Denis Paris VIII, she joined secondary teaching on her return to the country.

At the same time, she continues her artistic exploration through various mediums: photographs,
drawings, paintings, installations, assemblies, photomontages. She is currently working on the issue of
the reuse of plastic bottles in art and design.

Last year, she presented the exhibition “Mondes possibles” at the Lec Lec Tic gallery, an exhibition
supported by the Southern Province of New Caledonia and thus proposed a poetry journey, anchored in
this Oceanian space of multiple becomings where questions of territory and sustainable development
are still major issues for present and future generations.

Revealing a very assertive universe, Cillia Darmizin's artworks reflect above all a world that creates
gateways: between times and spaces, between worlds and cultures, between the visible and the
invisible, between oneself and others...

Cillia Darmizin

Cillia Darmizin
Artistic intent



Artistic intent

Coconut 22 is above all the possible projection of the XXIInd century coconut, an uncertain 
time when we wonder if plastic will not go so far as nestle in the heart of Nature, in the 
heart of the coconut. 

In this version, a chromatic variation in all shades of plastic is a wink to the consumer 
society in which we are transported and transformed. Behind the colors, the fruit speaks for 
itself. Come on!

Come to taste the Coconut 22!

Cillia Darmizin

Cillia Darmizin
Biography



Blue serie

Coconut 22

Cillia Darmizin
2020
Coconut, plastic



Yellow serie

Coconut 22

Cillia Darmizin
2020
Coconut, plastic



Red serie

Coconut 22

Cillia Darmizin
2020
Coconut, plastic
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Biography

Graduated from the École Supérieure des Arts Modernes, Olivier Séranne worked as a model maker in a
design office in Paris during ten years, but the call of the ocean was too strong. After obtaining a state
certificate of sports instructor in underwater diving, he moved to Noumea in 1996 to assuage his passion
as a professional instructor for 7 years. Then he teached of applied arts at the Lycée Jean XXIII in Païta for
6 years.

He first expressed himself through drawing and painting before devoting himself entirely to sculpture.
Between 2009 and 2017, he is resident at the Centre d'Art of Noumea, where he leads initiation
workshops and produces his own creations.

With no particular thematic, while respecting the work of the traditional sculptor, his approach consists in
letting the wood speak, in a search for fluid and refined lines.
On other more contemporary materials such as resins, concrete, his approach of modelling is sometimes
poetic and humorous, guided by the pleasure of always taking up new technical and creative challenges.
The eclecticism in his artistic production generates unique and often singular works, which make us
bending and thinking...

Olivier Séranne

Olivier Séranne
Artistic intent



Intention Artistique

In order to respond judiciously to the thematic of the Tutti Frutti exhibition, it was necessary to propose
colourful sculptures!

Never painting my sculptures realised in wood, in order to conserve the appearance and nobility of the
different essences, I have selected some of my works modelled in contemporary materials and decided
for some to give them a second life by dressing them with different graphic and chromatic dresses:

- A sculpted fern and a colossal hand on a skateboard, both filled with pop-surrealist motifs
inspired by the street artist Oscar San Miguel OKUDA ;

- A giraffe in its graffiti dress, in tribute to the urban artist Keith HARING ;

- A devil in a box whose Maori-inspired patterns are colored like a mask;

- A flamingo in life-size.

Olivier Séranne

Olivier Séranne
Biography



Comme un diable en boite

Olivier Séranne
2017
Polystyrene, self-hardening paste, wood, metal,
pigments, marine varnish
93 x 45 cm



Flamain rose

Olivier Séranne
2016
Metal, wood powder, epoxy resin, resin plaster,
pigments, polyurethane varnish, kohu
102 x 60 cm



Gigraf

Olivier Séranne
2018
Iron, clay, epoxy resin, acrylic pigments and
gouaches, marine varnish
70 cm



Main libre

Olivier Séranne
2020
Wood powder, pigments, brushed
stainless steel
90 x 40 cm


